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ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS
FOR ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS Pnk)(x)

AND THEIR ZEROS FOR LARGE VALUES OF X

ARPAD ELBERT AND ANDREA LAFORGIA

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. For A > —1/2 we denote by P¡,X\x) the ultraspherical polynomial

of degree n and by xx'k and h„ <k   (k = 1,2,...,«) the fcth zeros of

P¡¡ \x) and of the Hermite polynomial Hn(x), respectively. In this paper we

establish the following formulas

X-nllpW (JL^ = J2 l-'Qnj(x)    for X¿ 0

and

<>*=v^-,/2 - V<2" - '+2/^>a~3/2

, izn^-izn+i      in-i,? 3 ,4    \ ,_5/212fl2- 12n + 1      5»-2   2 S_

128 +     24      "^ + 96'

+ 0(/T7/2),    A-^oo

where Q„q(x) = Hn(x)/n\ and Qnj(x) (j = \ , 2, ... , n-l) are polynomials

specified in Theorem 1. Finally we show that the positive (negative) zeros of

P„  (x) are convex (concave) functions of X , provided X is sufficiently large.

1. Introduction and results

In a private communication F. Calogero mentioned the desirability of ob-

taining an asymptotic formula for the zeros x^\   (k = 1,2, ... , n) of the

ultraspherical polynomials P„  (x) as X —> oc . Clearly the known limit relation

[2, p. 107]

A-oo \^xj n\

where Hn(x) denotes the Hermite polynomial, implies

lintVLc^.   =*„,*, rC=l,2,...,K
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where h = hnk denotes the /cth zero of H„(x). Following the notations in [2]

the zeros x„tk and hnk   (k = 1, 2, ... , n) are in decreasing order.

In this paper we establish the first three terms of the asymptotic expansion

for x^\ as X —> oo . In order to do this we need an expansion of Pn '(x) as a

polynomial of 1 /X for X 4 0.

Theorem 1. The polynomial P^\x) has the representation

(1.1) X-n'2PJ,X) (J^J =J£X-JQnj(x)   forX40

where

mm([n/2],n-j-l) nY\n-2m

(1.2)      ow.)-     E    (-'r*J^""J,ign^
m=0 v '

and S) ' are the Stirling numbers of the first kind (see [I], p. 840), particularly

(1.3)       S? = l,        St» = -1^,        st» = ¡i<-±P + ¡?-±i,

and we observe here that Q„q(x) — Hn(X)/n\.

Using the expansion above we derive the asymptotic formula of x^n \ .

Theorem 2. For the zeros x^\ of P„x\x) the following asymptotic formula

(1-4)    *Ä = K,kl-Xl1 - ^f{2n - 1 + 2hlk)X-i'2

(I2n2-l2n + l     5n - 2  2 5   4   \     5/2
+ A"•*(,-Í28-+ ^4~ hn,k + ^hn,k)^

+ 0(X-7'2),        A^oo

holds.

We are also concerned here with the convexity (concavity) property with re-

spect to X of the positive (negative) zeros x^k of Pnl)(x). This property

follows directly from the following result.

Theorem 3. For x^\   (k — 1, 2, ... , n) the limit relations

MmX^^\=-\hn,k¿-»□o        oX  n'K 2

lim ;5/2 j^LyW  _ If,   .

hold.

The proofs of the above theorems are given in the next section.

2. The proofs

Proof of Theorem I. The ultraspherical polynomial P„X)(x) admits the following

explicit representation [2, p. 84]

[n/2] rt ,,
(2 I) Pm(x) - V(-nm_t(n-m + A)_(2x)n-2m
(Z.i) rn  \X)-2J<   l>   Y(X)Y(m+l)Y(n-2m+l)[¿X)

where I" denotes the gamma function.
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Recalling the definition of the Stirling numbers [ 1, p. 840] we have

i

(x)i = x(x-l)---(x-i+l) = Y/Si/)xl,
1=1

hence

(2.2)
Y(i + X)

Y(X)
■.X(X+l)---(X + i-l) = (-l)i(-X)i = Y.(-l)^S¡l)Xl.

i=i

Ai)    e(¿-i)    o('-2) „;The particular values of S¡   , S¡', S¡'~ ' given in (1.3) can be taken from

the asymptotic expansion of Y(i + X)/Y(X) in [1, p. 257; 6.1.47].
Putting (2.2) in (2.1) we get

[n/2]

(2.3)      p<V) = ̂ (-ir^(-irra-'5fv (2x)n—2m

m=0 /=1
m\(n - 2m)\

oo.

and finally replacing x in (2.1) by x/VX we obtain the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let us look for the zeros x^\ as

For the sake of brevity we shall use the notations

Q„o(x) = Q(x)       QnX(x) = R(x)       Qn2(x) = S(x)

From ( 1.1 ) we get

+¿s(*+?+£+0(¿))+0(¿

R(h) + jR'(h) + ±S(h)

= ^[aQ'(h) + R(h)] + ^

+ o

1

¿)

ßQ'(h) + ^a2Q"(h) + aR'(h) + 5(A)

".¿1 CXD

where h = hn k.  This implies that the coefficients of 1 ¡X and  1 ¡X2 on the

right-hand side are zero. Therefore we have

R(h)

and

Q'(h)

1   2Q"(h)       R'(h)      S(h)
ß = ——or_,, ;— a-

2     Q'(h)        Q'(h)     Q'(hf
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In the above formulas Q'(h) 4® because Q(h) = 0 and Q(x) is a solution

of differential equation of Hermite polynomials [2, p. 106]

(2.4) Q"(x) - 2xQ'(x) + 2nQ(x) = 0.

Another way to show Q'(h) 4 0 could be the well-known fact that the or-

thogonal polynomials have only simple real zeros [2, p. 44].

To calculate a and ß we need the values of R(h), R'(h), S(h) and to this

end we use the identities

,~ ^ Í i\     n(n-2)     2n —1,_.      .     l.„.      ....
(2.5) Í 2 J =    V  8     ; + —g— (2i -n) + -(2i - n)(2i - n - 1)

bt = A(n) + B(n)(2i - n) + C(n)(2i - n)(2i - n - 1)

+ D(n)(2i - n)(2i -n- l)(2i -n-2)

+ E(n)(2i - n)(2i -n- l)(2i - n - 2)(2i - n - 3),

where

A(n) = ^—U^(3"4 - 20"3 + 36"2 - 16")
j • 12o

5(n) = ^(4«3- 14«2 + 8«+l)

C(n) = ~(6n2-8n-l)

IX»)-3764(6-1)

Combining (2.5) and the formula of R(x) in (1.2), we obtain

(2.6)
. ,.,. n(n - 2)     2n - 1 .       „   .      1.       „   ..
l"/2X —^—'- + —5—(n -2m) + -(n - 2m)(n - 2m - 1)

R(x)= £(-1)
m\(n - 2m)!

m=0 v '

n(n-2)„.  .     2« - 1    _..  .      1   2/nll/  x
— ß(*) + —ö—xQ'(x) + ïï* 2Ö "(x).

x (2x ,n—2m

8

Similarly by (2.5)

S(x) = ¿(/i)ß(*) + B(n)xQ'(x) + C(n)x2Q"(x)

(2.7) + £>(«)jt3Q'"(;c) + F(«)x4ß/F(x).

From differential equation (2.4) we have

Q"(x) = 2xQ'(x)-2nQ(x)

(2.8) Q'"(x) = (4x2 - 2n + 2)0'(x) - 4nxQ(x)

QIV(x) = Ax(2x2 + 3 - 2n)Q'(x) - 4nQ(x)(2x2 -n + 2).

Thus R(x) in (2.6) and 5(x) in (2.7) are linear combinations of Q(x) and

Q'(x).
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Differentiation of R(x) in (2.6) shows that

R'(h) = ̂ f-V(A) + *L±±hQ"(h) + ̂ Q'"(h)

and finally we obtain

h
a = - - (2n- l+2h2)

„      I2n2 - 12/1-1.      5/1-2.,      5,5
ß =-h -\-h H-hp 128 24        + 96

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3. Since Pn*\x^\) = 0, differentiating with respect to X we

find

(2.9) Pk + P'xk = 0

where

Ft - ^F,  (x)\x<k,        P - —F„  (x)\x=xZ ,        xx - -xnk.

Hence

Clearly P' 4 ® because P„ \x) is a solution of the second-order differential

equation [2, p. 80]

(2.10) (1 - x2)y" - (2X + l)xy' + n(n + 2X)y = 0.

Differentiation with respect to /I of (2.9) gives

(2in d2x^-x       W-Wi   PxP'-PxP"x
[     ' ox2 n'k~ u~       [P1]2 [P']2      x

where
d2

Pu = f^Pn]i.x)\x=xf

From (2.3) we get

rl     ,„ ln,2] X»-m 4-

f-F^(x)= V(-l)m    „     +,--:.(«-2m)-2-(2x)"-2"'-1
ax ^—' m!(n-2m)!

m=0

from which

<2-12» ai"<w,wÉ*,(7t)-o'w

and

(2.13)        ¿Lp¡r>(X) = E(- Dm {n ~™}rVj • • • Wlm-
oX ¿—' m\(n — 2m)\

m=0 v ;
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Since n - m = n/2 + (n -2m)/2 we obtain the limit relation

n     n - 2m

i2+      2
m\(n - 2m)\(2.14)

Ita **-*»£*?>   i   - £<-!)
A—t-oo 9 A VX

[n/2]

(2x) n—2m

m=0

= \Q(x) + \xQ'(x).

Using (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.9), by Theorem 2 we get

1
(2.15) lim X3/2x¿ = ~h

X—>oo 2

which gives the first part of Theorem 3.

To prove the second part we consider formula (2.13).

Differentiation with respect to x and with respect to X gives

[B/2]
d2

dXdx
FiA)(*) = £(-!]

,(n - m)Xn—m — l
+

and

m=0

[n/2]

m!(w - 2m)\
'-(n-2m)-2-(2x) n—2m-\

92 Pm(x,S<(   Um(n-m)(n-m-l)X"-"'-2 + ..
ÖXJ^n  (X) - 2_A~i) m\(n-2m)\ [¿X)

n-2m

m=0

respectively.

Replacing x by x/VX in the last two relations we find

(2.16)

d: ,(¿)limA-("-"/2-

[rt/2]

= £(-*:

m=0

, (n - m)(n - 2m)

m\(n - 2m)\
2-(2x ,n—2m—\ n+l

Q'(x) + ^xQ"(x)

and

,™r,-w^rf)(^)

I«/2]

(2.17) £(-i)",(w"jrA(""^r1) • (^)n-2m=2^)
m=0

m!(/i - 2m)!

(2.18) Um A-(»+2)/2JL^/»W ( -^= ) = 2Aß'(A).

where F(x) has been defined in (1.2).
Now by differential equation (2.10), taking into consideration (2.12) we have

also

JLpw (Jl
A^oo ¿X2    "     VvX

Finally using limit relations (2.12), (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18)
in (2.11), by means of straightforward calculations we are led to

A
2'

lim X5'2xu
2R(h)     h (n+l     A Q"(h)

Q'(h)      2 \    2    + 2 Q'(h)
+

n+ 1     A ß"(A)

2 Q'(A)
A2
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Now by (2.8)

&_W=2h m = L[{2n-l)h + 2hi]
Q'(h) ' ß'(A)      8Ll U" + ^«J

and therefore
3

lim X5l2xxx = 7A.
X—>oo <+

The proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

Remark 1. The known formula [2, p. 132]

hnk = V2n + 1 -6~1/3(2«-|- l)_1/6(ifc + e„),        £„ -» 0 as n -> oo

where ik is the /cth positive zero of the Airy's function of the first kind shows

that in (1.4) hnk can be replaced by

V2/i + 1 - 6"1/3(2« + l)-l,6ik.

In this way we need only to know the values of ik for which there are ex-

tended tables.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 gives sharp numerical results. For example, when n = 2

and X = 100 we find A2,i = 1/-/2. Using this result in (1.4) we get \Í2x{™] =

0.09950375...  while the exact value is v^x'10,0' = 1/VToT = 0.09950371....n, 1
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